BRUCE DRIVE STORM SEWER
Project #1-2021
Request For Clarification During Bid Process
Date

Contractor

Submitter

Question

Are the listed quantities in error for Bid Item 1 and Bid Item 2?

Response
Yes, it is probable, in a future addendum, the Estimated Quantity for Bid Item 1-12" Type B will be
164' and for Bid Item 2-12" Type C will be 836'. The Project Estimate will be revised accordingly.
The Engineer will further review quantities and costs.

1

12/21/20

Bryan Excavating

Jerry

2

12/22/20

B Hill'z

Demetrius

Where catch basin #7 is going there is a small existing catch basin there,
If the soil conditions will allow the basin to remain in place it will be connected to the new storm sewer.
were removing that correct. Didn't know if there were any other catch basins The Engineer is not aware of any other basins, yard inlets, or storm sewers in the area. We do not
you were aware of. Also wanted to know if you had a place for the dirt?
have a dump site under our control for this project.

3

12/22/20

B Hill'z

Demetrius

Also was wondering for the 12" Pipe. I know it is a 611 Plan and we will have
The expectation is that either pipe could be used. As long as it meets the 611 spec.
plenty of cover but would you like SDR 35 PVC or Duel Wall HDPE Pipe?

4

1/4/21

Hohenbrink Excavating

Nick

Will the TV cable that is shown on top of the proposed storm sewer Williams County is working with the Cable Owner in developing a relocation plan for the lines. We
cannot speculate as to when that might happen at this time.
be relocated before the storm sewer is installed? Thanks

Shop drawings/specs for pipe and structures will be required. No installation plan will be required.
Will you be enforcing all requirements of the 611 spec? Installation plan, Inspection will be done by the County. Contractors, Project Supervisor, and County Representative
testing, etc?
will coordinate a daily report for quantity and workmanship in place of Contractors Performance
Report. Only in the case of concern or disagreement will a remote inspection be required.

5

1/4/21

Hohenbrink Excavating

Nick

6

1/5/21

Fenson Constracting

Nolan

How do the laterals get tied into the main where there isn't a structure?
Do we need to use an in‐line tee, Insert‐a‐Tee, or QwikSeal?

An in‐line or insert‐a‐tee (or equivalent) are fine. I have not worked with QwikSeal so I would
need spec sheet on it to ensure that it has gasketed sealed connection.

7

1/5/21

Fenson Constracting

Nolan

The final completion date is set as 7‐2‐21. When do you anticipate the
commissioners awarding the project and issuing NTP? Would the
contractor be able to start right away at that time?

I would expect contracts shortly after opening and the work can start soon. The only condition will
be that we will require good compaction so the trenches are to good thru the winter and not left to
settle.

8

1/5/21

Fenson Constracting

Nolan

Does the pipe need to conform to AASHTO spec or is ASTM acceptable?

The pipe will need to meet the ODOT spec for 611.

9

1/5/21

Fenson Constracting

Nolan

Does the county have a dump site for excess dirt, asphalt, concrete from
the project?

10

No - See #2 above

